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This Morning’s Program

  The Power of Stories

  The Concept of  “Success Stories”

  Sample “Success Stories”

  Constructing Yours: 
          Skills, Qualities, 
          Template and Telling Tips

  The Road to Mastery
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Why Storytelling? 

“We’re wired for stories, 
individually and collectively.  

“Since the time of Odysseus 
we’ve been told stories.  

“Since we were little kids 
we’ve been read and told stories.  

“This is how we’ve been conditioned to learn; 
our morals and our values 

are taught through stories.”

— Gay Ducey
Past President

NATIONAL STORYTELLING NETWORKNATIONAL STORYTELLING NETWORK
Oracle Award recipient for 

Distinguished National Service in Storytelling.
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Why Storytelling in Sales Situations?

“In a world 
where the hard sell 
and the bottom line 

are a way of life, 
Storytelling 

offers a more subtle communion.

“Telling Stories, 
we reach out 

in an open-handed way 
rather than in a 

heavy-handed way.”

— Jennifer Armstrong
    Storyteller,

Author, 
Musician

  Photo: Meg PetersonPhoto: Meg Peterson
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The 
Storytelling 

TraditionTradition
Storytelling has a storied tradition worldwide, including: 

      Russian                                 Chinese                             African
      Native American                 Japanese                           German
      Indonesian                           Polynesian                       Yiddish…

Storytelling has numerous religious traditions: 

     Buddhist                                Hindu                               Judaic
     Christian                               Islamic                              Maori…

Storytelling occurs in a variety of settings:

      School                                   Home                          Campfire
     Socially                                 Work                             Nationally 
      Song                                      Opera                            Commercials
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 The Storytelling Advantage

Storytelling Can Be:Storytelling Can Be:

Memorable, meaningful, and even magical

Effective Stories:

▶   Resonate with listeners’ own experiences

▶   Connect emotionally with listeners

▶   Tap universal themes we know inherently

“Success” Stories

30-60 Second Stories:

▶   Showcase your skills 

▶   Show you solving problems

▶   Demonstrate professional qualities

▶   Give insights into your thought processes

▶   Are indicative of your successful track record, suggest future successes

The Format:

▶   Setting: Gives us context, establishes frame for story

▶   Situation: Establishes challenge, obstacle or task at hand

▶   Solution: Provides resolution (happy ending!), showcases you!

California 
Storyteller 

Orunamamu
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SAMPLE STORY FOR AN ENTERTAINER

“The Magician”

          Ability to customize

          Break down barriers to learning

SETTING: 

A national packing company sought a business meeting speaker. The topic: margin magic. 

SITUATION:

Employees had become jaded to meetings, speakers and management mantras. The 

company needed to capture its employees’ attention to make them more receptive to cutting 

expenses and being more creative.

SOLUTION:

After several teleconferences with management we decided that I, the magician and 

professional speaker, would impersonate a new manager from headquarters  introducing 

sweeping changes. On arrival I laid down the law:  The company was changing its name 

to emphasize diversity; I unveiled a new faux logo on a poster their graphics firm had 

designed; We were going international so some would be relocated to China; due to 

heightened security there would be  frequent, mandatory drug testing; To embrace a new 

consultative selling approach all reps would need to learn magic! I then performed several 

effects and soon it was clear this was all a spoof.  

Immediately people relaxed, had fun and embraced the message of creatively cutting costs 

and improving margins.  Voilâ! Mission accomplished.

— Heather Rogers
www.HeatherMagic.com
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SAMPLE STORY FOR A TRAINER
“Going Off-Script”

          Makes learning fun

       Wealth of content to teach from

SETTING: 

A large pharma company sought customer service training for their domestic call-center staff.

SITUATION:

Their phone reps were expert at reading their scripts, as mandated by Legal and the FDA. 

Yet they were lacking any rapport with callers. The customers perceived a lack of empathy 

and personableness on the part of reps. Since marketing new and other products was also 

a function of the reps’ job, their robotic script-reading had additional drawbacks.

SOLUTION:

In the initial training I was able to replace rote reading of the script with more vocal 

variety, rapport-building phrases and effective use of closed-ended questions. Extensive 

role-plays and games made learning fun. Reps felt both liberated and invigorated. 

Management saw immediate results as survey ratings soared.

I was brought back twice more for advanced rapport-building techniques, creating one 

course on empathy and another on connectivity, building better bonds with callers 

through powerful querying and listening  techniques.  Ratings and sales have risen after 

each course. 
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A SAMPLE SUCCESS STORY

“The Consultant ”

        Strong communication and conflict resolution skills

        Experienced team-builder

SETTING: 

I was (once/recently) brought in as a consultant to manage a publishing department in a 

high-tech publishing company on an interim basis.

SITUATION:

I encountered a production department at war with (the) editorial (department).  

I walked into a highly toxic environment: full of distrust and resentment, built up over 

years of animosities and recriminations.

SOLUTION:

Through my implementation of cross-training between departments, initiation of mutu-

al social outings like picnics, and scheduling of project post-mortems we were able, after 

6 months, to convert resentment into understanding and competition into cooperation.  

As each department began to understand how the other one worked, we were jointly able 

to improve the workflow and consequently shorten time to market with 

publications.  Even quality improved as we found out how best to work together.  
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A SAMPLE SUCCESS STORY

“The Coach”

         Works with powerful people and personalities

         Skilled at addressing core issues for lasting change

SETTING: 

Through a leadership development program I run, a senior VP of a company asked if I could 

coach him. When we met I discovered that he was in an “improvement plan.” (This is the last 

step for this company before termination.)

SITUATION:

The leader’s frustration with some team members over a perceived lack of performance, 

commitment and follow-through, led to complaints of him for abusive language, unfair 

evaluations and deviation from corporate values. Complaints mounted, hence the need for the 

improvement plan.

SOLUTION:

After ten to twelve face-to-face coaching sessions held bi-weekly, he was moving ahead. We were 

able to diagnose the root of the frustration, gain a higher level of clarity of role with his manag-

er and open communication lines with the rest of the team. Through our coaching sessions, he 

was able to move off the “improvement” list in six months, promoted in ten months and, in six-

teen months was actually recognized as the operations guru behind the division in the company 

with the highest percentage of revenue growth. Our coaching relationship lasted four years. As a 

result, with this fellow and two other leaders I have coached in this company, they now call me 

“the career saver!”

Gary Minor

www.garyminor.com
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ANOTHER SAMPLE SUCCESS STORY
“The Meeting Planner”

         Ability to stage events cost-effectively and creatively

SETTING: 

We set up conference services for the judicial branch of our state government.

SITUATION:

Our advisory councils have both limited food & beverage per diems and stringent 

requirements regarding paying for rooms not used. They are actually prohibited by law 

from paying kill fees that are customary among non-government clients.

SOLUTION:

By being creative we’re able to find non-traditional ways of staying within F&B budgets. 

We work extensively with hotels and caterers on creatively 

selecting menus and utilizing buffets and á la carte menus to keep our peoples’ appetites 

sated and budgets lean. 

By being flexible I am able to monitor the room occupancies to ensure just the right 

number of rooms is reserved and ultimately used. Although we have less lead time than 

many clients, government shows up rain or shine. 

I remind clients that we’re spending their tax payer dollars and ask their help in 

saving (their) money. Together we’re able to find ways to keep expenditures down. 
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A SAMPLE SUCCESS STORY
“The Entertainer (DJ)”

        Client relations skills (great “bedside manner”)

SETTING: 

It had the potential to be the Bat Mitzvah from hell…

SITUATION:

Mommy’s only daughter’s ‘Special Day’ was threatening to result in 

Mommy’s Massive Coronary. Mom was full of worries and wants. And I understood.

SOLUTION:

Over a period of several months, through listening, anticipation and problem-

solving, I was able to categorically dispel and dispense with each of her worries.

Once I proved to her that I too had her best interests at heart and could handle far more 

than even she could imagine, she realized that I could be her eyes and ears at this Bat 

Mitzvah. That meant she was free to kvell and coo and dance the Hora to her heart’s 

content.

And true to form, the day of the event, we handled the music and more, and she sat 

back and savored every minute of this once-in-a-lifetime experience. Now she’s my 

best reference as she’s told all her Mah Jong partners about how patient, thorough and 

experienced I am. 

Next year I’ll be back for her youngest son’s Bar Mitzvah. What’s not to like?
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QUALITIES TO SHOWCASE 
IN YOUR STORIES

Analytical Nature               Attention to Detail                       Articulate Manner

Creativity                             Customer Service                         Decisiveness

Dependability                     Expertise                                        Flexibility

Tenacity                                Frugality                                        Independence

Integrity                               Intelligence                                    Language Skills

Leadership                           Listening Skills                             Manners

Multitasker                          People Skills                                  Perseverance

Problem Solving                 Project Management Skills         Quick Learner

Reliability                             Research Ability                            Small Business Acumen

Self Starter                           Sense of Humor                           Tact

Family Business Expert      Technical Skills                             Trust

Your Track Record              ________________                     ________________

________________           ________________                     ________________

Circle the qualities 
you wish to showcase 

with your story
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DEVELOPING YOUR 
SUCCESS STORY

(Write A U-Dunnit!)

The Setting

The Solution

What It Says About You?

The Situation
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As You Tell It...

 Be conversational

 Use pauses for effect

 Include adjectives and descriptive words to add color:

Include sounds, smells, feelings and emotions as appropriate.

For technical audiences, insiders: OK to use jargon, acronyms and brands

 Eye contact conveys sincerity, earnestness and builds trust

 OK to be the hero...but not the superhero;

Be credible...not incredible; 

Quiet confidence trumps boastfulness every time 

 Repetition can reinforce; 

Use “the power of three” for effect

Photo: Julie Brown
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ECHO AN ARCHETYPE

Stories that echo archetypal themes connect subconsciously with listeners. 

Listeners already know and live them. Whether they naturally recognize them 

explicitly or not, they resonate with listeners.

 The Hero’s Journey

 Coming of Age

 The Acquiring of Wisdom

 Pact with the Devil

 The Fish Out of Water

 Tricking the Trickster

Types we know:

 Cinderella’s Story

 Achilles Heel

 Creation Stories

 David vs. Goliath 
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To Sharpen Your 
Storytelling Skills...

 Join the STORYTELLERS PEG OF NSA! Enjoy monthly teleseminars, newsletters, 

special conference and convention programming and access to community!

 Join the NATIONAL STORYTELLING NETWORK (www.storynet.org) and its 

STORYTELLING  IN ORGANIZATIONS (SIO) special interest group.

  Join a local or advanced TOASTMASTERS club to work on 

storytelling, listening. Ply advanced manuals on 

Storytelling, Communicating on TV, Interpersonal Communications; 

1-800-YWESPEAK. (www.Toastmasters.org) 

  Listen to stories on NPR radio (such as Garrison Keillor’s Prairie Home 

Companion), radio commercials and pay attention to the word pictures they 

paint. Tell stories at the dinner table, at the watercooler at work, and at your 

local taverns (tall tales allowed!).

  Attend events such as the annual National Storytelling Festival 

in Jonesborough, TN October 3-5, 2008: 

www.storytellingfoundation.net/festival/about-fest.htm

  Books: David Armstrong’s Managing by Storying Around

Annette Simmons’ The Story Factor

Lori Silverman’s Wake Me Up When the Data is Over

Storytellers PEG book list: 

                 www.ExpressionsOfExcellence.com/ARTICLES/story_booklist.pdf

  

  

  

  



About Your Presenter

     CRAIG HARRISON  has been profiled in The Wall Street Journal, 
     interviewed by 60 MINUTES and BOTTOM LINE, quoted by Business Week, 
     The Financial Times and Selling Power magazine and you’ve read his 
     columns and articles in the San Francisco Chronicle, San Francisco 
     Examiner, Support World, Executive Excellence, Customer Communicator, 
     Transaction World, Speaker and The Toastmaster Magazines. 
    He is founder and principal of EXPRESSIONS OF EXCELLENCE!™

        Among Craig’s clients: PFIZER, UNITED AIRLINES, HITACHI AMERICA, GSA, NOlo.com and 
MPI, SGMP and ASAE chapters. Craig combines humor, wisdom and practical sense to 
help clients communicate with confidence and clarity.  Let him help you experience the 
sweet taste of success. 

Background
        As a manager, consultant, publisher and curriculum developer in Silicon 
Valley Craig cultivated his digital dexterity, helping the technical world train and 
communicate more effectively. His work with a database company, publishing 
houses and a consulting firm also helped Craig develop his strong customer service 
orientation. 

        As a director of communications with the non-profit PROS FOR KIDS, Craig coached 
with Olympians and Hall of Fame athletes, helping young people enhance their self 
esteem, become confident communicators and recognize the value of healthy living.

        As a youth basketball coach Craig has led teams domestically and internationally 
for the non-profits SPORTS FOR UNDERSTANDING and MACCABI YOUTH SPORTS PROGRAMS, and 
Oakland’s HEAD-ROYCE and COLLEGE PREPARATORY HIGH SCHOOLS. 

▶  Founder, STORYTELLERS Professional Emphasis Group (PEG) OF NSA
▶  2003-08 board director, STORYTELLING ASSOCIATION OF ALTA CALIFORNIA

▶  2006-08 Chapter Leadership Consultant, NATIONAL SPEAKERS ASSOCIATION

▶  2004-05 president, NATIONAL SPEAKERS ASSOCIATION — N. California chapter
▶  2003-04 chairman, Sales Trainers Professional Emphasis Group (PEG) of NSA
▶  Past President, INT’L CUSTOMER SERVICE ASSOC. SF Bay Area-Silicon Valley chapter
▶  Past board member, AMER. SOCIETY FOR TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT’S Mt. Diablo chapter.
▶  1996-97 District Governor, TOASTMASTERS INTERNATIONAL for coastal N. California

▶   Keynotes    ▶   Training      ▶   Workshops       ▶   Retreats ▶   Facilitation

“The skilled and confident communicator opens doors, builds new relationships, 
serves others effectively and enhances one’s own leadership.”

         —Craig Harrison

CRAIG  HARRISON
3151 Eton Avenue, Suite 102, Berkeley, CA 94705

                                                            Craig@ExpressionsOfExcellence.com   
www.ExpressionsOfExcellence.com

888.450.0664
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Sales
Your Sixteen Second Success: Riding Your Elevator Speech to the Top
Take the Chill Out of Cold Calls
Sales Through Storytelling: Story Tell, Story Sell
Bypassing Gatekeepers to Reach and Close Decision Makers
The Tao of Networking

Customer Service

Stellar Service! Top Drawer Service Techniques for Bottom-Line Results

The Voice of Customer Service (Telephone Skills for CSRs and TSRs)

Mastering E-Commnication: Delivering Great Service Through E-Mail & The Web

Paying Attention to Retention (Customer Retention) 

Turning Customer Service Inside Out (Sharpening Internal Service for Success)

Expressions of Excellence (Quality and Excellence in a “Quick and Dirty” World)

Orchestrating Your Leadership

Workplace Communication

Developing Your Workplace Communication Quotient (CQ) — Enhance Your Credibility

Handling Difficult Questions & Questioners

Reviving the Lost Art of Listening

Teaming With Success (Team Building Skills for Workgroups Within Your Company)

Motivation
Jest Practices — A Best Practices for Humor in the Workplace
Unleashing YouUnleashing Your Creativity (Celebrating the Spirit of Invention Within You)r Creativity (Celebrating the Spirit of Invention Within You)

http://www.expressionsofexcellence.com/elevator_speech.html
http://www.expressionsofexcellence.com/cold_calling.html
http://www.expressionsofexcellence.com/sales_storytelling.html
http://www.expressionsofexcellence.com/Gatekeepers.html
http://www.expressionsofexcellence.com/Networking.html
http://www.expressionsofexcellence.com/stellar_service.html
http://www.expressionsofexcellence.com/phone_support.html
http://www.expressionsofexcellence.com/E-mail_service.html
http://www.expressionsofexcellence.com/retention_attention.html
http://www.expressionsofexcellence.com/internal_service.html
http://www.expressionsofexcellence.com/expressions.html
http://www.expressionsofexcellence.com/leadership.html
http://www.expressionsofexcellence.com/workplace_communication.html
http://www.expressionsofexcellence.com/difficult_questions.html
http://www.expressionsofexcellence.com/listen.html
http://www.expressionsofexcellence.com/teamingwithsuccess.html
http://www.expressionsofexcellence.com/workplace_humor.html
http://www.expressionsofexcellence.com/onesheets/HelpDeskHumor_1Sheet.pdf

